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This game encourages: 
· Concentration

· Memory

· Language skills

· Imagination

· Reflexes

5 fun word games for children aged 3 and up

How to play:
The children and a game leader choose one of the games to play. After selecting the game, 
they pick a story, poem, or group of riddles to read for that game. All of the games can be 
played with a group of players or only one player.

Goal of the game:
As the game leader reads the selected text, the player or players must listen carefully, figure leader reads the
out the right answer, then grab or point to the correct figure as fast as they can.ght answer, then gra

The booklet contains 12 different stories, poems, and groups of riddles. Of course, you can e booklet contains 1
invent your own stories, poems, and riddles if you want!vent your own st

In the stories, poems, and riddles, the names of the wooden figures are indicated with bold, tori
green letters.

Playing Time: 10 - 20 minutes per game

Game Contents: 19 wooden figures, 10 wooden tokens, 1 game booklet

Fastgrasp



The following pieces are included:
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Apple, Apple, greengreen Car, Car, yellowyellow

Banana, Banana yellowyellow

Flower, Flower, yellowyellow

Squirrel, brown
Squirrel, red

Alligator, Alligator, greengreen

Cow, Co orange

Milk can, Milk can whitewhite

Locomotive, Locomotive
blue
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Carrot, Carrot, orangeorange
Horse, Horse, whitewhite

Plum, Plum blueblue

Match Stick,
natural, red tip

Pig, Pi bluebl
Pig, green

Acorn, Ac brown

Turtle, le green

Toast, To brownbr



GAME IDEA #1

Warm Up Game
– A game that teaches the identity of each wooden figure.

Number of Players: One or more, aged 3 +

Aim of the Game: To name and understand what each wooden figure is.

Set Up: Spread all the wooden figures on the table. 

Warm-Up Round #1 - Getting Started

Spread out all the wooden figures on the table. The game leader points to a figure and 
asks the youngest player to name it. If they can’t, the game leader points to a different 
figure until that child can name a figure properly. Once the child correctly identifies a figu-
re they may take it for the rest of the round. 

Move around the table in a clockwise direction until all of the figures are identified. Good 
for you! Now move on to Round #2. 

Warm-Up Round #2 – Categories

Spread all of the wooden figures on the table. The game leader selects a category from 
the list below and asks the youngest child to find all of the figures that fit the category. 
No figures are taken for correct guesses. 

Move around the table in a clockwise direction until all of the categories are completed. 
Way to go! Now, you’re ready for Loco Lingo! 

Categories suggested for children 3+ years:

• all animals

• all the things you can eat 

• anything that tastes sweet

• all living things

• anything that is hard (Idea: If this is fun, 
 try doing it for other sensations like 
 “soft,” “smooth,” “bumpy,” etc.)

• everything that moves fast (“slow,” etc.)

• anything that can run

• anything that can swim

• anything you’ve seen on a farm
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Categories suggested for children 4 + years

• everything green (Idea: If this is fun, try doing it for all the different colors) 

• all you can carry

• anything you can sit on or in

• anything that can move by itself

• anything that can make noise

• anything that can be eaten 

• everything that is tame (wild ...)

• everything that is a fruit

• everything that has ears

• everything that is a machine

GAME IDEA # 2

“Grab It! (Individual Play)“
– A learning game for children from 3 years and up. 

Number of Players: One, aged 3 +

Aim of the Game: Identify, grab, and keep the correct wooden figures.

Set Up: Spread all the wooden figures on the table. 
  Place the tokens separately on the table.

How to Play

• Select a story, poem, or riddle section from the following pages and read it out loud.

• Watch out! If a wooden figure on the table is called, the child must grab it 
 (or point to it) quickly. If the child is correct, they take the figure and keep in front 
 of themselves. 

• If the child notices that an object character is called more than one time in the text, 
 he or she should say, “It´s already gone.” If the player is correct, he or she takes a 
 token as a reward.

• Note to the child: While the story is being read, pay close attention or you may miss
 the correct answer. Good listeners have the best chance!
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End of the Game

The game ends after the text has been read completely. Together with the child, determi-
ne if all the pieces have been identified and taken.

Game option for children ages 5 and up

You need a good memory here! After playing as above, place all of the mentioned 
playing figures inside the game box. Now, read the text out loud again. After reading it, 
have the child open the box and try to remove the figures in the order they were mentio-
ned in the text. 

GAME IDEA # 3

”Grab It! (Group)”
– An action game for good listeners and fast grabbers.

Number of Players: 2 - 6

Aim of the Game: Identify and grab the mentioned wooden figure before anyone else.

Set Up: Spread all the wooden figures on the table. 
  Place the tokens separately on the table.

How to Play

• Select a story, poem, or riddle section from the following pages and read it out loud.

• Watch out! If a wooden figure on the table is called, the children try to grab it. 
 The first child to take the correct figure keeps it front of them until the game is over.

• If the child notices that a character is called more 
 than one time in the text, he or she should say, 
 “It´s already gone.” If the player is correct, he 
 or she takes a token as a reward.

• Note to children: While the story is being read, 
 pay close attention or you may miss the 
 correct answer. Good listeners have the 
 best chance!
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End of the Game

After the text has been read, each child counts their figures and tokens. The child with 
the most figures and tokens wins.

Notes: 

• To keep the game stories exciting, not all the playing figures are mentioned in each 
 text. There may be some figures left over at the end of some games.

• To keep the children paying attention, try reversing the order or skip around the 
 order of riddles if you’ve read them several times. 

GAME IDEA #4

“Focus Pocus!”
 – A more advanced concentration and memory game.

Number of Players: 2 – 6, ages 5 +

Aim of the Game: To identify any of the mentioned wooden figures 
  that ARE NOT on the table.

Set Up: Spread 10 random wooden figures on the table. Place the remain-
  ing figures in the box. Place the tokens separately on the table.

How to Play

• Select a text from the following pages, then read it out loud.

• If a figure on the table is called: Nothing happens.

• If a figure in the closed box is called, whoever says, “It’s in the box!” first gets a chance 
 to look. If that child is correct, they get to take one of the playing pieces from the table 
 as a reward. If they are incorrect, play resumes and nothing happens.

• If a figure is called that is already held by another child, whoever says, “It´s already
 gone!” first gets a token as a reward.

End of the Game 

The game ends when the last playing piece/figure is gone from the table. 
The winner is the child with the most wooden figures and tokens.
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Stories, poems, and riddles 

The twelve texts are arranged according to difficulty

1. Simple Riddles
– Guess you best!

 What lives in the barn and gives milk? cow

 What is sweet and yellow? banana

 What has wheels and iron and pulls railroad cars? locomotive

 What do bunnies love to eat? carrot

 What is small, has a shell, and is a nut. acorn

 What grows on the tree and has a pit inside? plum

 What grows in the meadow and smells nice? flower

 Who wears a shell and likes to eat lettuce? turtle

 What can climb a tree much faster than you? Squirrel (2)

 Where is milk stored after milking? milk can

 What grows on the tree and is crisp and juicy? apple

 What can move at a trot or gallop? horse

 What can swim, is dangerous, and can be mean? alligator

 What is very fast and has four wheels?  car

 What can you use to light a candle? match stick

 What do you eat during breakfast with butter or jelly? toast

 What has a snout and a curly tail? Pig (2)
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2. Ode To Eating
– A fun poem about things we like to eat… 
and some things we don’t!

If I were a monkey, I’d climb up a tree,
And pick a banana that’s only for me.
If I were a rabbit, I’d hop here and there,
And eat all the carrots my stomach could bear.

If I were a squirrel (2), I’d hunt all around,
And gobble up acorns that I had found.
And if I were a galloping, prancing, white horse,
I’d love to eat apples and plums, of course.

Not all things eat food, though, for them I feel sad.
Locomotives eat coal which tastes really bad.
And cars drink up gas, not milk that tastes yummy.milk
And flowers drink rain, but don’t have a tummy.

Since I am a person, I eat more than that,
I eat more than turtles, and more than a cat.
I eat more than pigs (2), or mice on a freighter,
But I don’t eat as much as a big alligator. 

(Note: Pieces not used in
this section are: 
cow, toast, match stick)
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3. Not too fast!
– A color riddle for kids.

Optional Play:
If you are too fast and pick the wrong wooden figure, you need to put a different 
figure back in the middle of the table.

It is green. It is an animal. It has lots of teeth. alligator

It is green. It is an animal. It is very slow. turtle

It is green. It is an animal. It rolls around in mud. green pig

It is green. It is NOT an animal. It has seeds. apple

It is red. On the tip. It makes fire. match stick

It is red. It is an animal. It lives in trees. red squirrel

It is yellow. It tastes good. You must peel it. banana

It is yellow. It smells pretty. It grows in the garden. flower

It is yellow. It is fast. It goes, “Beep.” car

It is brown. It is alive. It has a bushy tail. brown squirrel

It is brown. It is warm. You eat it with butter. toast

It is brown. It is hard. It is a nut. acorn

It is white. It is liquid. You pour it on cereal. milk

It is white. It runs fast. It can use a saddle. horse

It is orange. It is an animal. It gives us milk. cow

It is orange. It is a vegetable. It is very crunchy. carrot

It is blue. It grunts. It has a squiggly tail. pig

It is blue. It is powerful. It pulls train cars. locomotive

It is blue. It is sweet. It grows on a tree. plum
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4. The Camping Trip
– A story about a group of friends that went camping. 

(Remember: If a child notices that an object is mentioned multiple times, they get a 
token for each time they notice.)

One beautiful, spring day, horse decided to go on a camping trip. Not wanting 
to go alone, horse (2nd time mentioned) invited his best friend, cow. Realizing 
they’d need food and something to drink, they brought their favorites: an apple
and, to wash it down, a big can of cold milk. 

As they hiked along, they passed their friend, the blue pig. “We’re going camping. 
Come along,” they said. “What fun!” he said and quickly invited his sister, the 
green pig. They grabbed some toast for dinner, a plum for dessert, and started 
away with their friends. 

After a while, the group walked past the river, where they saw another friend. 
“We’re going camping,” they said. “What fun! May I join you?” asked turtle. 
“Of course! But bring alligator, too!” “Don’t forget some food for dinner,” 
said cow (2nd time mentioned). Thinking quickly, the two brought a flower, 
a banana, and a carrot. 

As they hiked, they sang songs and told jokes. When they reached the forest, 
they saw their friend, brown squirrel, up in a tree. Their other friend, red 
squirrel, was under the tree. “Come camping with us!” they all said. ”The 
squirrels (2nd time mentioned) were excited. They brought an acorn so they 
would have something to eat. Away they all went.

Soon they arrived at the campsite. As they were hungry from their long walk, they 
ate a wonderful feast and got very full. After dinner, it began to get dark. “How will 
we stay warm?” asked turtle (2nd time mentioned.) “I know,” said alligator
(2nd time mentioned). “Let’s make a campfire.” Luckily, ly
one of them had brought a match stick. They very  very 
carefully cleared an area, lit a campfire, and told d 
funny stories until they fell asleep. What a fun 
camping trip they had!

(Note: Pieces not used in this section are: 
car, locomotive)
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5. Figure It Out
– Listen to the question, think about your answer, then call it out!

• Who says, “Oink?“ Pigs (2)

• What grows in the garden? Flower

•  Who lives in a tree? Squirrels (2)

• What needs gas to drive? Red Car

• What comes in small boxes and lights fire? Match Stick

• What is warm and crunchy and made from bread? Toast

• What is small, hard, and grows on trees? Acorn

• Who has lots and lots of sharp teeth? Alligator

• Who has calves as babies? Cow

• What drives on steel tracks? Locomotive

• What has a hard pit and is a fruit? Plum

• What must you peel before you eat it? Banana

• Who moves very slow and likes to eat lettuce? Turtle

• What grows in the dirt and is loved by rabbits? Carrot

• What made Snow White fall asleep? Apple

• Who sometimes wears a saddle? Horse

• What do you need to carry milk? Milk Can
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6. Color Confusion!
– We’ve given you the wrong color… can you figure out the right 
one? (Correct answers get the corresponding wooden figure)

Burned, black toast tastes wonderful. black brown

In New York, there are many red cars. yellow

To light the candle, strike the yellow-tipped match. red

In our town, there are gold and silver pigs (2). green and blue

A white acorn is a delicious nut. brown

In the pond, there are many purple turtles. green

The best tasting plums are the red ones. blue

In my uncle‘s barn, there is a black horse. black white

In the garden grows a bunch of blue carrots. orange

A little pink locomotive pulled the cars up the mountain. pink blue

We have black and white cows on my farm. orange

In our zoo, there is a brown alligator. green

I always get milk in the blue milk can. white

In the forest, there are black and black green squirrels (2). red and brown

In the garden behind the house grow lots of pink flowers. pink yellow

Ripe, sweet bananas are green. yellow

There are purple apples on the tree. green
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7. Group Scoop
Another rhyming riddle where there is more than one answer per 
rhyme.

We are animals, we live in a tree. Can you guess what we might be? 
Squirrel (2)

We are animals. We live on a farm. If you see us we’ll do you no harm. 
Cow, Horse, Pigs (2)

We are reptiles, we like it wet. Only one of us makes a good pet. 
Alligator, Turtle

We are machines and we move fast. If you race us, you’ll come in last. 
Car, Locomotive

We’re fruits and nuts that grow in trees. If you eat us, you’ll be pleased. 
Acorn, Apple, Banana, Plum

We are plants, we grow in the earth. Watering seeds gives us our birth. 
Carrot, Flower

(Note: Pieces not used in this section are: match stick, milk can, toast)

8. Loco Lingo! 
– It’s just plain silly, so listen carefully for the right 
word (or words!) in each line.

The cow in the meadow likes to drink coconut milk.

The horse jumps over the gate and frightens the grass snake.

Two silly squirrels (2) ride a blue pig.

The green pig is having a picnic under a beach umbrella.

The big, green alligator eats all the time and way too much.h.

The little green turtle likes to play on the airplane.

The apple hangs on the tree and dreams of being a plum.
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Almost everything tastes good on bananas - even ketchup.

The flower is in full bloom. The bee likes it and laughs.

The rabbit hops along the way. He immediately smells a carrot.

A dark brown acorn likes to ride roller coasters.

Susan’s car ran out of gas and ate a bowl of cherries.

The locomotive stops at every milk can.

The match has fallen in love with the toast.

9. Guess Your Best!
– The more you know, the faster you guess! (Note to reader: 
Emphasize and pause momentarily after the keywords in bold)

What gets picked far away from here 
and is ripe when the peel turns yellow? Banana

What is it? The father is a stallion, 
the mother is a mare, and the child is a foal. Horse

What animals eat nuts and climb up trees very fast? Squirrel (2)

Who lays eggs and buries them in the sand? Turtle

They can be red, green, and yellow and 
have lots of seeds inside.  Apple

Who eats anything and has babies that 
are called piglets?  Pig (2)

What is very dangerous in the forest 
because it can cause fires? Match Stick

What has such beautiful names such
as tulip, rose, daffodil, or orchid.  Flower

What was previously powered with 
coal and let out a lot of steam?  Locomotive
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You can chop it up for a salad, eat it for 
a snack, or make a cake out of it.  Carrot

The boy of this kind of animal is called a bull. 
What is the girl called?  Cow

What has a tough skin on the outside but
juicy fruit on the inside?  Plum and Apple

It is round and hollow, and holds a liquid you
can put on your cereal.  Milk can

(Note: Pieces not used in this section are: acorn, alligator, car, toast)
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10. “Nutty Dilemma”
– A fun story, but a tough game. A lot of things are repeated, so 
listen carefully.

“It’s mine!“ said brown squirrel. “No way! I saw it first!“ said red squirrel. 
They both tugged and tugged at the acorn they’d found at the same time. “What 
should we do?“ they cried together. “I have an idea,“ said alligator, who was 
nearby, watching. “Go to horse. He’s good at solving problems.“ 

So they all got into the car and drove to the farm. After hearing the problem, 
horse (2nd time mentioned) suggested they have a race. The first to run around 
the apple tree, smell the flower, then come back here gets the acorn (2nd time 
mentioned). Ready, set, go! Off they went! Brown squirrel (2nd time mentioned) 
was winning but tumbled over the milk can. Seconds later, red squirrel (2nd 
time mentioned) passed him but then slipped on a banana peel. They ran and ran 
but got to the finish line at exactly the same time. It was a tie! 

“Oh, no! Now what do we do?“ they cried. They each really wanted to eat that 
acorn (3rd time mentioned) “I have an idea,“ said cow, who had watched the 
race from the pasture. “Let’s ask turtle. Since he doesn’t like racing, he may 
know another way to decide.“ 

So they all got into a locomotive and rode the rails to the river. After hearing the 
problem, turtle (2nd time mentioned) suggested a new plan. “I will hide a piece of 
toast. The first one to find it wins.“ After it was hidden, the it wins.“ After it was hidden, the squirrels (3rd time  (3rd time 
mentioned) raced off to find it. They looked  it. They looked 
high and low. They looked near and far. But after a near and far. But after a 
long time, they came back with nothing. “We couldn’t with nothing. “We couldn’t 
find it,“ they said.

That’s because we ate it!“ said aid green pig, licking his 
snout. “Yes, and it was yummy!“ said mmy!“ said blue pig. 
Everyone groaned. Now what could they do? at could they do? 
“Wait! That’s it!“ said turtle (3rd time mentioned). 
“The pigs (2nd time mentioned) both oned) both 
ate the toast (2nd time mentioned) entioned) 
so why don’t you share the acorn
(4th time mentioned)?“ 
“What a great idea,“ everyone one 
shouted, happily. And they did. did.

(Note: Pieces not used in 
this section are: carrot, 
match, plum)
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11. Rhyming Riddles
– Can you guess the wooden figure that finishes the rhyme? 

Helpful hint: Emphasize the CAPITALIZED rhyme word while reading.

I hate to brag, I hate to BOAST but in the morning I eat – toast.BOAST

It tastes good and smooth as SILK, it’s a big, cold glass of – milk.

Fee-fi-fo-FUM, my favorite fruit is a juicy – plum.

It could be a boy, it could be a GIRL, but either way it’s a brown – squirrel.

Let’s visit Grandma but it’s kind of FAR. That’s okay, we’ll go in the – car.

She prances, trots, and runs on a COURSE. You should know her, she’s the – 
horse.

Some things smell sweet, some smell SOUR, this one smells lovely. It’s a – flower.

“Polly wants a cracker,“ says the PARROT, she doesn’t want that crunchy – car-
rot.

Billy likes peaches, Sally likes pears, but if you ask HANNAH she’ll take a – 
banana.

Zippity-bippity-boppity-POW, over the moon jumped the – cow.

It’s got no hair, let’s buy it a WIG. That’d be silly. It’s a blue – pig.

Before the oak tree was ever BORN it was planted as an – acorn.

Jill runs fast. So does Pam. They’re going pass MERTLE because she’s a slow - 
turtle.

Thin as a rod, this can light fires. Lock it away with a it away with a LATCH it’s a – match.

It’s been fun but I’ve got to run. So I’ll see you ee you LATER, 
you green – alligator.

(Note: Pieces not used in this section are: 
apple, green pig, locomotive, red squirrel)
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12. Colored Alphabet 
A game that combines color and the alphabet. Listen carefully or 
you may get it wrong!

Find a thing that starts with „A“ and is green ... alligator

Find a thing that starts with “A” and is brown … acorn

Find a thing that starts with “A” and is green … apple

Find a thing that starts with „B“ and is yellow ... banana

Find a thing that starts with „C“ and is orange ... carrot

Find a thing that starts with „C“ and is yellow ... car

Find a thing that starts with “C” and is orange … cow

There is no figure that starts with “D.“ Do you know a word with D?

There is no figure that starts with “E“ Do you know a word with E?

Find a thing that starts with „F” and is yellow ... flower

There is no figure that starts with “G.“ Do you know a word with G?

Find a thing that starts with “H” and is white … horse

There is no figure that starts with “I.“ Do you know a word with I?

There is no figure that starts with “J.“ Do you know a word with J?

There is no figure that starts with “K.“ Do you know a word with K?

Find a thing that starts with “L” and is blue … locomotive

Find a thing that starts with “M” and has a red tip … match

Find a thing that starts with “M” and is a white container… milk can

There is no figure that starts with “N.“ Do you know a word with N?

There is no figure that starts with “O.“ Do you know a word with O?

Find a thing that starts with “P” and is green … pig
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Find a thing that starts with “P” and is blue … pig

Find a thing that starts with “P” and is blue … plum

There is no figure that starts with “Q.“ Do you know a word with Q?

There is no figure that starts with “R.“ Do you know a word with R?

Find a thing that starts with “S“ and is brown ... squirrel

Find a thing that starts with “S“ and is red ... squirrel

Find a thing that starts with „T“ and is brown ... toast

Find a thing that starts with “T” and is green … turtle

There is no figure that starts with “U.“ Do you know a word with U?

There is no figure that starts with “V.“ Do you know a word with V?

There is no figure that starts with “W“ Do you know a word with W?

There is no figure that starts with “X, Y, Z.“ Do you know words with X, Y, Z?
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Liebe Kinder, liebe Eltern,
unter www.haba.de/Ersatzteile können Sie ganz einfach nachfragen, 
ob ein verlorengegangenes Teil des Spielmaterials noch lieferbar ist.

Dear Children and Parents,
At www.haba.de/Ersatzteile it‘s easy to ask whether a missing part 
of a toy or game can still be delivered.

Chers enfants, chers parents,
Vous pouvez demander tout simplement si la pièce de jeu que vous avez perdue 
est encore disponible sur www.haba.fr dans la partie Pièces détachées.

Geachte ouders, lieve kinderen
via www.haba.de/Ersatzteile kunt u heel eenvoudig navragen of kwijtgeraakte 
delen van het spelmateriaal nog kunnen worden nabesteld.

Queridos niños, queridos padres:
en www.haba.de/Ersatzteile pueden ver si todavía disponemos de una pieza de
juego que hayan perdido.

Cari bambini e cari genitori,
sul sito www.haba.de/Ersatzteile (ricambi) potete informarvi se un pezzo 
mancante del gioco è ancora disponibile.

Queridas crianças, queridos pais,
Se perdeu a peça de um jogo, consultar a página 
www.haba.de/Ersatzteile para ver se há peças de reposição.

Kære børn, kære forældre,
på hjemmesiden www.haba.de/Ersatzteile kan du helt enkelt 
spørge om en tabt del/brik af spillematerialet stadigvæk kan leveres.

Kära barn, kära föräldrar,
se hemsidan www.haba.de/Ersatzteile , när du vill fråga 
om det fi nns en reservdel till den leksak som kommit 
bort. Fråga helt enkelt om vi kan leverera den.

Kedves Gyerekek, kedves Szülők!
A www.haba.de/Ersatzteile internetes címen egyszerű 
módon megérdeklődhetik, hogy a játék elveszett 
darabja még megrendelhető-e.
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Kinderen zijn wereldontdekkers! 
We begeleiden ze op al hun zoektochten 
met uitdagende en stimulerende, maar 
vooral erg leuke spelletjes en speelgoed. 
Bij HABA vindt u alles waarvan kinderogen 
gaan stralen!

Children are world explorers! 
We accompany them on their journey with 
games and toys that challenge and foster 
new skills, as well as being, above all, lots of 
fun. At HABA, you will find everything that 
brings a special glint to your child’s eyes!

Kinder sind Weltentdecker! 
Wir begleiten sie auf all ihren Streifzügen – 
mit Spielen und Spielsachen, die fordern, 
fördern und vor allem viel Freude bereiten. 
Bei HABA finden Sie alles, was Kinderaugen 
zum Leuchten bringt!

Les enfants sont des explorateurs 
à la découverte du monde !
Nous les accompagnons tout au long de leurs 
excursions avec des jeux et des jouets qui 
les mettront à défi, les stimuleront et 
surtout leur apporteront beaucoup de 
plaisir., HABA propose tout ce qui fait 
briller le regard d’un enfant ! 

Inventive Playthings for Inquisitive Minds
Erfinder für Kinder

Créateur pour enfants joueurs · Uitvinders voor kinderen
Inventa juguetes para mentes curiosas · Inventori per bambini

Habermaaß GmbH • August-Grosch-Straße 28 - 38
96476 Bad Rodach, Germany • www.haba.de

¡Los niños son descubridores del 
mundo! Nosotros los acompañamos en sus 
exploraciones con juegos y juguetes que les 
ponen a prueba, fomentan sus habilidades 
y, sobre todo, les proporcionan muchísima 
alegría. ¡En HABA ustedes encontrarán todo 
eso que pone una lucecita brillante en los 
ojos de los niños!

I bambini esplorano il mondo!
Noi li accompagniamo nelle loro scorri-
bande con giochi e giocattoli che ne 
stimolano la curiosità, ne aumentano le 
potenzialità, e che, soprattutto, li rendono 
felici! Da HABA troverete tutto quello 
che fa brillare gli occhi di un bambino!

Infant Toys

Baby & Kleinkind

Jouets premier âge

Baby & kleuter

Bebé y niño pequeño

Bebè & bambino piccolo

Gifts

Geschenke

Cadeaux

Geschenken

Regalos

Regali

Ball Track

Kugelbahn

Toboggan à billes

Knikkerbaan

Tobogán de bolas 

Pista per biglie

Children’s room

Kinderzimmer

Chambre d’enfant

Kinderkamers

Decoración habitación

Camera dei bambini




